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THE PROOF-THEORETIC ANALYSIS OF TRANSFINITELY ITERATED 
QUASI LEAST FIXED POINTS 

DIETER PROBST 

Abstract. The starting point of this article is an old question asked by Feferman in his paper on 

Hancock's conjecture [6] about the strength of ID*. This theory is obtained from the well-known theory 

ID] by restricting fixed point induction to formulas that contain fixed point constants only positively. 

The techniques used to perform the proof-theoretic analysis of ID* also permit to analyze its transfinitely 

iterated variants ID*. Thus, we eventually know that 11 D„ | = 11D* |. 

§1. Introduction. The theories IDa of iterated inductive definitions formalize 
hierarchies of least (definable) fixed points. In the past years, these theories have 
been exhaustively studied and their proof-theoretic analysis has been carried out a 
long time ago, (cf. Buchholz et al. [3]). Also their metapredicative relatives IDa, that 
speak about hierarchies of (not necessary least) fixed points are well understood by 
now. The proof-theoretic ordinal of IDi is due to Aczel [1], who used a recursion 
theoretic argument, nowadays known as Aczel's trick, to embed IDi into 2}-AC. 
The theories ID„ of n-times iterated inductive definitions have been analyzed by 
Feferman in connection with Handcock's conjecture in [6]. The proof-theoretic 
analysis of IDtt has been carried out in all details by Jager, Kahle, Setzer and 
Strahm [9]. _ 

Some problems however, have remained unsolved: In the theories IDa, induction 
on fixed points is dropped completely. It is natural to study theories, where fixed 
point induction is only restricted. Kreisel pointed out in [11], that "an inductive def
inition tells you what is in P^ not what is not in 9s*". As mentioned in Feferman [6], 
this motivated to consider restricted versions of I Di such as IDj, a theory credited to 
H. Friedman where the scheme for proof by induction on fixed points is restricted to 
formulas that contain fixed point constants only positively. The question for a sharp 
upper bound is raised loc. cit. No answer to this question has yet been published, 
although partial results have been attained: If the fixed point axioms of ID, are 
restricted to so-called accessibility inductive definitions, then the resulting theory 
\D*{stf%W) can be embedded in S'-DC as sketched by Feferman in [6]. There, it is 
also stated that Friedman [8] introduced the theory IDj and showed that its ordinal 
is bounded by a\, where ao := so and a„+i := y>a„0. Further, upper bounds for 
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722 DIETER PROBST 

the theories ID* are computed by Cantini [4]. Thereby the two common ordinal 
measures for a theory T of inductive definitions are considered: The proof-theoretic 
ordinal |T|, i.e., the least ordinal a such that for no primitive recursive well-ordering 
-< of ordertype a the well-orderedness of -< is provable within T, and alternatively, 
the least stage ||T|| not provable in T. The <̂ th stage If of an inductive definition g* is 
given by {x : (̂U„<<j ̂ f > x)}> a n ( i a stage a is called provable if there is an inductive 
definition sf and an m € N with T h m e 9s*, such that a < min{/? : m e if}. 
In [4], Cantini proves that |ID*| < a.-? and ||ID*||< a2»-i for n > 0 and conjec
tures, like Feferman in [6], |ID*| = a„ =||ID*|| to hold true. We point out that for 
impredicative theories these two ordinal assignments usually coincide, whereas in 
(meta-)predicative theories they usually differ: |ID„| =||ID„|| is the case, however 
||ID„||— a„_i only unfolds to |ID„| = a„. In respect thereof, the theories ID* take 
an exceptional position, as |ID*| =||ID*|| follows from our wellordering proof. 

This article provides the proof-theoretic ordinals of the theories ID* and ID* f, a 
variant where also induction on the natural numbers is restricted to formulas that 
contain fixed point constants only positively. In the first sections we treat the case 
ID*. Thereto we present a new embedding of IDi into Ej-AC that extends to an 
embedding of ID* into Z}-DC. This embedding relies on the following two obser
vations: Already Z}-AC proves that for an operator form sf(P+, p), the standard 
n} definition of the fixed point, namely the intersection of all sets X satisfying 
\fx[s/(X, x) —> x G X], is a fixed point of the operator defined by s/. Moreover, 
Sj-DC proves that this is indeed the least n{-definable fixed point. 

To demonstrate the power of restricted fixed point induction, we give well-
ordering proofs for ID* and ID* f. The general idea is the same as in [9] or [7], 
but things are simpler and the proofs are carried out in ID* and ID* f themselves. 
Section 7 is devoted to the upper bounds. In [15], Ruede has developed and ana
lyzed semi-formal systems to treat theories Ma, formalizing transfinite hierarchies 
of models of EJ-AC. To embed the theories ID* and ID* \ into such systems, we 
require uniform hierarchies of models of Z{ -DC. Towards this, we extend Ma to M£, 
by an axiom claiming that transfinite induction for | Ma |, the proof-theoretic ordinal 
of Ma, fails. According to Jager and Probst [10], this extension is conservative. In 
M£, the technique of pseudo-hierarchies can be applied to construct the required 
hierarchies. Riiede's results then yield sharp upper bounds. 

§2. The theories ID* and ID* [. Let Li be a standard language of first order arith
metic that includes number variables a, b, c, d, e, u, v, w, x,y,z,... and function and 
relation symbols for all primitive recursive functions and relations. In particular, we 
have a unary relation symbol N for the natural numbers. Moreover, we have unary 
relation symbols U and V that are required for technical reasons. Since we consider 
Tait-style calculi in the sequel, we use the symbol ~ for forming negative literals, 
and define the negation -*A of a formula A of Li or some language containing Li 
by making use of De Morgan's laws and the law of double negation. For U(t) and 
~U(f) we write t € U and t <£ U. 

Towards the formulation of ID*, we extend Li by fresh unary relation symbols 
P, Q and a fresh number constant p, which serve as placeholders. Then, a P-positive 
formula of Li(P, G>, p), the extension of U by P,Q and p, is called an inductive 
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TRANSFINITELY ITERATED QUASI LEAST FIXED POINTS 723 

operator form, and we let stf range over such forms. For sets Y and numbers y, 
an operator form srf{9, Q, q, u) defines an operator on the powerset of the natural 
numbers, namely 

F$j{X):={x:s/(X,?,x,?)}. 

Next, we add to the first order language Li a fixed point constant 9s* for each 
inductive operator form sf of l_i(P, p) without free variables, and denote this new 
language by Lpix- Technically, we treat fixed point constants as unary relation 
symbols, but write t £ 9s* instead of 9s*(t). The formulas A, B, C,... and the 
number terms r, s, t,... of Lpix are defined in the expected way and the formulas of 
Ljtx are the formulas of LF;X that contain fixed point constants only positively. 

The axioms of ID] consist of the axioms of PA without induction, complete 
induction along the natural numbers for all formulas of LFIX as well as the following 
two fixed point axioms: For all inductive operator forms srf{9, p) without free 
variables, we have 

(FIX) V X [ J / ( P J / , x) +-+ x e P*], 

and for all inductive operator forms srf{9, p), $f\(P, p ) , . . . ,sf„{9, p) without free 
variables, and each P-positive formula B(9, p, it) of Li(P, p), we have 

(IND+X) VX[J / ( {Z : B{9S\z,y)},x) - B(9«,*,/)]-

Vx[xeP" -*B(P*,x,jf)]. 

Note that we wrote 9s* for the string 9s*1,..., 9s*" and that sf may be syntactically 
identical to some s/{. The axiom (FIX) asserts that P-* is indeed a fixed point of the 
operator F* and (lNDp,x) is the scheme for proof by induction on 91* restricted to 
formulas of Lpix. Finally, ID, \ denotes the theory where also complete induction 
along the natural numbers is restricted to formulas of Lpix, and IDi is ID, without 
(IND+X). 

In this article, we make use of the term proof-theoretic ordinal. For theories T 
that are formulated in a language comprising Li, the proof-theoretic ordinal of T 
can be defined in the following way: We set 

Prog^(Z) := VH(VV -< u){v e Z -+ueZ), 

T U ( Z , 0 := Prog^(Z) -» (VM ^ t){u £ Z), 

and call an ordinal a provable in T, if there exists a primitive recursive well-ordering 
-< such that T h TI^(U, a ) . Any ordinal that is not provable in T is called an upper 
bound of J and the least ordinal that is not provable in T is then the proof-theoretic 
ordinal of 1, denoted by |T|. 

§3. A new embedding of IDi into E}-AC. The standard embedding of IDi into 
EJ-AC is due to Aczel [1]. He makes use of a universal £} formula and a stan
dard diagonalization argument to find a E{ definable solution for each fixed point 
constant P-* respecting (FIX). Of course, there is no chance to prove that such a 
solution is minimal with respect to classes definable by Lp"ix formulas. Bearing such 
a minimality condition in mind, the most natural way to interpret a fixed point 
constant P^ is to take its 11} definition, i.e., the intersection of all sets satisfying 
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724 DIETER PROBST 

F^(X) C X. This is indeed in accord with axiom (FIX). Surprisingly enough, the 
compact proof of this fact has not yet been discovered. Prior to its presentation, we 
specify the language and axioms of the theories involved, and briefly recap Aczel's 
argument. 

The theories Z} -AC and Z} -AQ are formulated in the language L_2 that canonically 
extends our language l_i to a language of second order arithmetic by set variables 
U, V, W, X, Y, Z,..., a symbol € to denote elementhood and quantifiers for second 
order variables. Note, that we write t fi X for ~(< e X). The number terms 
of L2 are the number terms of Li. Formulas of l_2 that do not contain bounded 
set variables are called arithmetical. L2 formulas of the form 3XA(X), where A is 
arithmetical, are called Z} formulas, and formulas of the form -iB, where B is Z}, are 
called 11} formulas. The class of n formulas of L2 is the smallest class containing the 
arithmetical formulas of L2 that is closed under conjunction, disjunction, number 
quantification and universal set quantification. If A is a n formula of L2, then ->A is 
a Z formula of L2. Arithmetical formulas of L2 where all number quantifiers appear 
in the context (Vx < t) and (3x < t) are called A}j. 

In the sequel, we make use of the usual coding machinery: (...) is a standard 
primitive recursive function for forming n-tuples (to,. • •, t„-\), so-called sequence 
numbers; (t)t is the z'th component of (the sequence coded by) t, if i is less than the 
length lh(/) of/; i.e., (/),- = 7, for all 0 < i < n - 1, provided that / = (to, •••, t„-\). 
Further, we write J € (X), for (s, t) e X, and X = Y is to abbreviate the formula 
\/x[x ex*-+x eY]. 

Besides the usual axioms of classical logic with equality in the first sort and axioms 
for the primitive recursive functions and relations, the theory Sj-AC comprises 
the schema of complete induction on the natural numbers for all formulas of L2, 
arithmetical comprehension (ACA), and for all Zj formulas A{U,u) an axiom 

(I{-AC) Vx3XA(X,x) -» 3YVxA((Y)x,x). 

Sj-ACo is Z}-AC with the schema of complete induction on the natural numbers 
restricted to sets. 

Below we observe that in a theory comprising Zj-ACo, we do not have to distin
guish between II and II} formulas of L2. Of course, this applies also to the dual 
classes of Zj and Z formulas. 

LEMMA 3.1. For each TL formula C ofLj there is a 11} formula C 0/L2 containing 
the same free variables as C, such that E{-AC proves: C <-> C. 

Aczel's embedding of IDi into Zj-AC relies on this observation and the fact, that 
there exists a universal Z} formula E(u, v, w) of L2: For each Z formula B(u,v) of 
L-2, there exists an e e N such that 

Z}-AC0 I- B(x,y) <-• E(e,x,y), 

where e denotes the constant for the natural number e. This means in particular, 
that for a given operator form srf of Li (P, p), there is an e& € N such that 

Z}-ACo I- stf({z : E(x, x, z)}, y) <-> £(e> , x, y). 
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TRANSFINITELY ITERATED QUASI LEAST FIXED POINTS 725 

Letting C{u) be the Ej formula E(e^, e&, u), then Sj-ACo proves: 

st({z : C(z)},x) «-> sf({z : E(e^,e^,z)},x) 

<-> £ ( ? j / , e j / , x ) 

«-> C ( J C ) . 

If we translate an LHX formula B to an L2 formula B by substituting each subformula 
of B of the form t £ P* by the Z} formula £ (e& ,e~&,t), then we obtain the following 
theorem: 

THEOREM 3.2 (Aczel). For every Lpix formula B the following holds: 

IDi h 5 = • Z|-AC h 5. 

The canonic candidate to interpret the fixed point constant P"*', however, is the 
intersection of all .»f-closed sets, namely the n{ -definable class 

Fix-8" := f]{X : F*(X) C X}. 

Of course, we cannot prove in S}-AC that Fix'*' is a set, yet F^(F\x^) C Fix"*' is still 
immediate: For all .5/-closed sets X, the positivity of the operator form stf yields 
F^(F\x^) C F^{X) C X. For the other direction, though, we can no longer argue 
that F ^ F i x * ) is ̂ /-closed, and therefore a superset of Fix"5*'. To show that £}-ACo 
proves Fix'5*' C FJ/(FixJ/), a more refined argument is required. 

We prove F^(F\x^) = Fix* in a sightly more general context. For an operator 
form sf{P, <3, p, it) of U (P, C), p) we set 

C I ^ X ) := Vx(j*(X, ? , X , y ) -» * e X), 

Fixf^ := {x : VZ[CI^ (Z) -^ x e X}}. 

Often, we do not explicitly indicate the parameters in the operator form stf, and 
write C\*(X), Fix* and F* instead of C\% -{X), Fx% . and F * . The context 

v " Y,yy " Y,y Y ,y 

provides always enough information to identify the dropped parameters. Below, we 
prove within S}-ACo that Fix* _ is a fixed point of the operator F*„. The direction 
from right to left is again immediate. For the other direction, the following lemma 
almost handles the job. 

LEMMA 3.3 (Separation Lemma). For all operator forms s^ of L\{P, Q, p) andeach 
arithmetical, U-positive formula B{U,u) 0/L2, T,\-ACo proves: 

-•B(F\x^rx) - • 3X[C\$y(X) A ^B(X,x)]. 

PROOF. We prove the lemma by induction on the build-up of the formula B(U,u). 
If U does not occur in B there is nothing to prove, and if B is the formula t £ U, 
then the claim follows from the definition of Fix*. If B is a conjunction or a 
disjunction, a similar argument applies as in the cases treated below. 

(i) B(U,u) is of the form 3yB\(U,u, y). Assume Vy-<Bi (Fix"*', x,y). The I.H. 
reads 

-^Bi (Fix*, x, y) -> 3X[C\*(X) A ->Bi (X, x, j ) ] , 

hence our assumption yields that 

Vy3X[Ct"(X) A ̂ Bi (X, x, y)]. 
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726 DIETER PROBST 

Applying (Ej-AC) gives us a set Y such that 

Vy[C\*{(¥),) A-^Bi{(Y)y,x,y)]. 

Now we set 
Z:={x:Vy(xe(Y)y)}, 

and observe that CI*(Z): From sf(Z, x) we conclude that V>\s/(( 1%, x), and 
so Vj»CI*((l'_)j,) yields Vy(x e (^)>>). Hence, by the positivity of 2?i, we have 

C I ^ Z ) AVj;-1fli(Z,x,>0. 

(ii) fi(L^w)isoftheformV>'.Bi({7,w,.}>). Assume3y->B\(Fix*,x,y). Nowthel.H. 
yields 3y3X[Qf'(X) A ->BX (X, x, y)], which implies 3X[C\*(X) A ->B(X, x)]. 

H 

Our claim is now obtained effortlessly. 

LEMMA 3.4. For all operator forms si of\.\ (P, (3, p), Ej -ACo proves: 

\/x[x G Fix*-. <->.^(Fix*--, Y,x,y)]. 

PROOF. It remains to show that x 6 Fix* implies j / (Fix*,x) . To show the 
contraposition, we assume that x £ F y (Fix*). By Lemma 3.3 there is a ^/-closed 
set Z with x £ F*(Z). Since also F*(Z) is ^-closed, x £ Fix* follows. H 

Summing up, we have established that for each operator form srf of Lj(P, p), the 
intersection of all stf-closed sets is a fixed point of the operator F*', provable in 
2}-ACo- This gives rise to the following embedding: 

THEOREM 3.5. If we translate an Lpix formula B to a L2 formula B* by substituting 
each fixed point constant P* by the H\-definable class Fix'9', the following holds: 

iBi h B=>I.\-AC\-B*. 

§4. Embedding ID* \ into E}-DC0. The theory ZJ-ACo proves that Fix* is a sub
class of every sf -closed set. When we move to the sightly stronger theory E} -DQ by 
strengthening the choice principle (E J -AC), we even can prove that Fix* is contained 
in every srf-closed, 11}-definable class. As a consequence, we also obtain induction 
along the natural numbers for 11} formulas. Thus, the aforementioned embedding 
extends to an embedding of ID* \ into Ej-DQ). 

Formally, the theories Ej-DC andE{-DCo are obtained fromE}-AC and Ej-AQ by 
replacing the axiom schema (E}-AC) by the schema (Ej-DC): For each E} formula 
A(U,V) of L2 we have 

(EJ-DC) \/X3YA{X, Y) -> VQ3Z[(Z)0 = Q A VxA((Z)x, (Z)x+l)]. 

Note, that the theory E}-DCo proves each instance of the axiom schema (Ej-AC). 
Next, we proof within £j-DCo that Fix* is the least n|-definable fixed point of 

the operator F*. 

THEOREM4.1. For all operatorforms sd ofLi(P,Q,p) and each 11} formula C{u) 
of\-2, the following is provable in Ej-DCo: 

C l ^ ( { x : C(JC)}) -+ Fix*. _ C {x : C(x)}. 
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TRANSFINITELY ITERATED QUASI LEAST FIXED POINTS 727 

Before we give the proof, we consider a simpler case to illustrate the proof idea: 
Suppose that srf and 98 are operator forms and that Fix'* is J/-closed. We assume 
that there is an x € Fix"8' with x ^ Fix*, and argue for a contradiction. Thereto,-
we construct a sequence VQ 2 V\ D ... of .^-closed set, such that for all n e N, we 
have x $ Vn and V„ D F*(V„+l). Then W := f |„6 N V» is ^/-closed, but x <£ W. 

To apply this argument in the general case, we require that every IT}-definable 
class {x : C(x)} is primitive recursive in a fixed point. 

LEMMA 4.2 (Representation Lemma). For each 11} formula C(U,u) 0/L2 there 
exists an operator form srf of L\(P, Q, p) and a V'-positive A$ formula D(U, u) 0/L2, 
such that 2} -ACo proves: For all sets Y, there exists a set T, such that 

Vx[D(F\x%,x) <-• C(Y,x)]. 

PROOF. AS follows e.g., from results in Simpson [18], £}-ACo proves that there is 
a set T, depending on the number and set parameters occurring in C, such that for 
all«, 

(T)„ is a tree, and C(n) <-> [(T)„ is well-founded]. 

As usual, a tree is a set of finite sequences that is closed under initial segments. Now 
we define an operator F* that collects the leafs of the trees (T)„. If the tree (T)„ is 
well-founded, then the root () of the tree {T)„ is an element of Fix'8', otherwise the 
infinite branches and therefore the root do not enter the fixed point. 

Thus, we set 

J/(P,Q,p) := 3n[p = (y,n)Ay£ (Q)„ A (Vz € (Q)„)(z D y-+z £ (P)„)], 

where z D y states that z is a proper extension of the sequence y. It is now easy to 
see that 

Vw[((),n) e Fixf <-• C(n)]. H 

Next we return to the proof of Theorem 4.1. 

PROOF. Assume that si is an operator form and C(u) a 11} formula of L2 such 
that C\^({x : C(JC)}). We aim to prove that x £ F\x* implies C(x). 

Lemma 4.2 provides a set T, an operator form 98 of Li (P, Q, p) and a {/-positive 
A}} formula D(U, u) of L2 such that 

Vjc[Z}(Fixf,je)«-»C(jc)]. 

Hence our assumption reads Clrf({x : D(F\xf,x)}). We show that this implies 

(1) \/X3Z[FD(X) £ N A C\f{X) -> 

CI?(Z) AZCXAF*oFD{Z)C FD(X)]. 

Fix an arbitrary X, such that CI?(X), and suppose that FD(X) does not contain 
all natural numbers. If x £ FD(X), then x fi FD(F\xf), so our assumption yields 
x $. F* o FD(F\xf), and Lemma 3.3 provides a set Y that is ̂ "-closed with respect 
to T, such that x <£ F* o FD(Y). If CI? (X) and CI? ( r ) then also Of(X n r ) , 
thus we may assume that r c i . Summarizing, we obtain 

Vx3 7[x iFD(X)^C\f(Y)AY CX /\x<£F* o FD{Y)]. 
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728 DIETER PROBST 

Now (Ej-AC) gives us a set Y such that for all x <£ FD(X) 

C\f((Y)x)A(Y)xCXAxtF*oFD((Y)x). 

Therefore, if we set 

z.= n (y)-
we have Clf (Z) and Z C X and 

Vx[x £ FD(X) -> x £ F ^ o ^ ( Z ) ] , 

which means F-^ o FD(Z) C FD(X). Thus we have shown claim (1). 
Now we suppose that there is an x G Fix'5*' that is not an element of x g FD(F\\f) 

and argue for a contradiction. Again, Lemma 3.3 provides a set Q that is .^-closed 
with respect to T and x <£ FD{Q). Applying (Sj-DC) to (1) gives us a set V such 
that(K)0 = 6 and 

V«[Clf ((F)„) -+ C\f((V)n+l)A(V)n+1 C (F)„A^oJF
/ ' ( (F)„+ 1) C FB((^)„)]. 

One easily proves by induction that 

V«[Clf ((F)„) A (F)B+1 C (V)n A F ^ oFD((F)„+1) C FD((V)n)]. 

Hence, for W := {\n&H{V)„,we n a v e t n a t 

n€N «6N 

The second but last equality follows from the fact that D is positive and AQ, and that 
(VH G N)((F)„+I C (F)„). Soff C g and CIJ/(F/>(»r))I i.e., Fix^ C FD{W). 
Now x £ Ff l(g) yields x <£ FD{W), thus x $ FixJ/. A contradiction! H 

The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1. To enhance 
readability, we let Fix^ stand for Fix^1,..., Fix1 "̂. 

COROLLARY 4.3. For all operator forms stf and J? of l_i(P,<3, p) and each U-
positive arithmetical formula B(U, u) of L2, S}-DCo proves: 

Cf{{x : 5(Fixf ,x , f ) } ) - • Fix^ C {x : 5(Fix|,x,F)}. 

PROOF. Note that 5(Fix^, x, z) is equivalent to a 11} formula of L2. H 

REMARK 4.4. We think of U as coding an ordering, and set 

Prog(^ V) 

T\(U,V) 
\No(U) 

••= Vx[Vj((.y, x) eU ^y&V)^xeV], 
:= Prog(L^ F) -> Field(tf) C F, 
:=VFTI(J7, Y). 

Further, we consider the operator form 

st¥g{9, Q, p) := Vy[{y, p> G Q -* y G P]. 

Observe, that Oj f^K) is the formula Prog(C^ K) and Wo(Ar) can be written as 
VY[C\f*(Y) -> Field(JT) C Y]. It is immediate, that \No(X) is equivalent to 
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F i x ^ = Field(X). Due to Theorem 4.1, Z|-DC0 proves for each 11} formula C(u) 
of L2 that 

Wo(JT) - [C\f*({z : C(z)}) - Field(JT) C {z : C(z)}], 

which is normally written as 

(n}-TI) Wo(X) -» TI(X, {z : C(z)}). 

It is shown, e.g., in [18], that (n{-TI) is provable in S{-DCo. In this sense, Corol
lary 4.1 is a generalization of this result. 

Since (n}-TI) implies induction along the natural numbers for all II} formulas of 
L2, the embedding given in the previous section extends to an embedding of ID* f 
and ID* into £}-DCo and £}-DC, respectively. 

THEOREM 4.5. If we translate an LpK formula B to a Li formula B* by substituting 
each fixed point constant P^ by the Tl\-definable class Fix'5*', then the following holds: 

\D\\\-B = » Ej-DCo h B* and ID* h B = > Sj-DC h B*. 

Since |X{-DCo| = ipcoO and |£}-DC| = ipeoO, this answers the question for a sharp 
upper bound of ID*: 

COROLLARY 4.6. 

|ID*t| < <pcoO, and |ID*| < ye00. 

§5. The theories ID* and ID* \. To formulate transfinite iterations of the theories 
ID* and ID* [", we follow the lines chosen by Jager, Kahle, Setzer and Strahm [9] 
and we presuppose the same ordinal-theoretic facts. Again, (OT, <) is a standard 
notation system based on the ternary Veblen or ^-function. As usual, we write 
0 for the least element of OT with respect to the primitive recursive ordering <. 
Ordinals are often identified with their notations. If an ordinal a appears within a 
formal argument, the closed term representing its notation is meant instead. Also, 
we do not distinguish between operations on ordinals and the primitive recursive 
analogues on their codes. By fl>o we denote the least ordinal greater than 0 such that 
with a < <D0 also <plaO < <J>o. We restrict ourselves to ordinals below <I>o because 
we only bother to fix fundmental sequences for these ordinals in the subsequent 
well-ordering proof. However, it is straight foreward to extend the following to all 
ordinals below <J>i, the least ordinal greater than 0 which is closed under all rc-ary 
^-functions. 

The language Li and operator forms $4 are denned as in Section 2, but this 
time, we extend the language Li by a unary relation symbol P^ for each operator 
form stf(P, Q, p, u) of Li(P, Q, p) which contains at most the variable u free, and 
denote this new language again by Lpix- To simplify the notation, t e Pf stands 
for P*((t, s)) and t e P%s is to abbreviate t = {(t)0, (?)i> A (f)i <s At eP*. For 
each ordinal a less than <J>o, the theory ID* comprises the axioms of PA without 
induction, the axioms Tl^A, max{a, co}) for all Lpix formulas A and the following 
fixed point axioms: 

(FIX) (Va « a)Vx[x € Pf «->j/(Pf ,P* , , x , a ) ] , 
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and 

(IND+x) (Va < « ) [ C l ^ a ( { x : 2?(pf, P%a,x,y)}) -

Pf C{x:B(pf,Pia,x,y)}], 

for all operator forms J» (P, Q, p,«) containing at most the variable u free and each 
/-positive formula B(P, Q, p, u) of Li(P, 0, p). In ID* f, only restricted (transfinite) 
induction is available, i.e., instead of T\<{A, max{a, co}), we only have 

(Va « a ) [ P r o g < U * J ? ( p f ,P*a,b,?)) -> (Vc < max{a,a>})*(P?,P*fl,c, jO] 

for each P-positive formula 5(P , Q, p, u) of U(P, Q, p). As usual, for a formula 
,4(w) of LFIX, Prog^,(Ax./4(x)) abbreviates Vu(\/v •< u)(A(y) —• -<4(K)). Note that 
the axioms concerning transfinite induction imply also induction along the natu
ral numbers for the corresponding class of formulas. Again, IDtt is ID* without 
( IND^). 

§6. Wellordering proofs for ID* and ID* p. To demonstrate the power of the axiom 
(INDp|X), we give wellordering proofs for the theories ID* and ID* \. The proof idea 

is the same as in [9], where the wellordering proof of IDa is carried out in the 
transfinitely iterated theory of self-reflecting truth SRTa. However, things are 
easier in the present context and the wellordering proof is performed in ID* itself. 
As Corollary 4.6 suggests, we obtain that also ID* and IDa prove the same ordinals. 

For the wellordering proof, we fix fundamental sequences for the ordinals below 
®o. A fundamental sequence for a is a primitive recursive, increasing sequence a[n] 
on the corresponding notations such that for each p < a < <J>o there is an n with 
P < a[n]. We set (a + 1)[«] := a for all n e N, and if coak H h <uai is the Cantor 
normal form of A and X < cox, then X[ri\ :— oiak -\ \-coa2 +<wQ| [«]. The remaining 
cases where X < G>o is of the form <pafiy for a e {0,1} and /?, y < X are given next: 
r0[0] := 0 and r0[« + 1] := <p(T0[n])0, <p00(y + 1)[«] = a>y+x[n] := a? • n, and 

(i) <pa{p + 1)0[0] = 0 and <pa{fi + 1)0[« + 1] = <pap{<pa{p + 1)0[«]). 
(ii) For a limit X: tpapX[n] = <pafi(X[n]) and <paX0[n] = (pa(X[n])0. 

(iii) <pafi(y + 1)[0] = pafly + 1, and 

ipap{y + l)[ii + 1] = <pa(fi[n])(<paP(.V + 1)W). if P > 0, 
= <p0((pl0(y + 1)[«])0, if P = 0 and a = 1. 

In the course of the wellordering proof, we let a, b, c, d, e range over the elements of 
OT and use / to denote limit notations. We start with the cases ID* and ID* f. 

Let sfg% := (Vz <x)(z e P) and denote the corresponding fixed point constant 
P v by ACC. By means of the axiom (IND+

IX) one immediately proves in ID* \ that 
a,b e ACC implies ACC C {c : a + c e ACC} and ACC C {c : a • c € ACC}, hence 
a, b e ACC yields a + b e ACC and a • b e ACC. 

LEMMA 6.1. For each ordinal k < co, and each ordinal K < eo, the following holds: 

\D*y\\-Prog^Xa.<pka e ACC) and ID* h Prog^Xa.ipna £ ACC). 

PROOF. Note that Prog^Xx.Aix)) is another way of writing Cf^{{x : A(x)}). 
We prove the first claim by (meta-) induction on k. For k = 0, it is to show that 
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if mb € ACC holds for all b < a, then also coa G ACC. If a is a limit notation, this 
follows from Prog<(Afc.i G ACC) and the continuity of the function k^.afi. If a is 
of the form b + 1, then we use restricted induction to show that Vw(a/ • n G ACC),-
thus Prog^kbh E ACC) yields G / + 1 e ACC. 

For the induction step, we assume that ip(k + l)b E ACC for all b < a. Now the 
I.H. allows to prove by restricted induction that Vn(y (k + l)a[n] E ACC). Thus, 
also <p{k + I)a E ACC. 

For the second claim, observe that in ID* transfinite induction along ordinals 
K < eo is available for all formulas of Lpix- Instead of meta-induction, transfinite 
induction within ID; is used. If k is a limit ordinal, the induction step is performed 
by showing Vw(y>Aa[n] G ACC). H 

The axiom (INDjtjx) implies Prog<!(U) —• ACC C U. Since the previous lemma 
yields IDT, f I- cpkO E ACC and IDT, h tpnO E ACC fork < a> and K < e0, Theorem4.6 
gives rise to the following corollary. 

COROLLARY 6.2. 

110* Tl = <POiO, and |IDTJ = <pe00. 

Next we consider ID* f and ID*. By mentioning ID* \ or ID*, we implicitly imply 
a < <t>0. This time, let sffi?g := (Vz < p)(z e P0) and denote the corresponding 
relation symbol P* by ACC. In the sequel we write c e ACC for (\/b < a)(c E 
ACCfc). Note that this reads (\/b < a)((c,b) E ACC<,a). Therefore ID* \ proves 
for each formula B(P, p) of Li(P, p), that a <\a and Prog<(Ax.5(ACCa, x)) imply 
ACCa C {x : B(ACC,x)}. Further, a < a implies the progressivity of ACC and 
b <\a < a implies ACCa C ACC^. Since Prog<(U) implies ACCo C U, proving an 
ordinal /? in ID* f breaks down to show ft E ACCo-

LEMMA 6.3. Let A(a,b) := \/c{c E ACQ —> yfcc e ACCfl). 77ien J7 is provable in 
\D*a\thata <\a^ Prog^kb.Afab)). 

PROOF. Let a < a. We assume (V&' < b)A(a, b') and show A(a, b). 
(INDp|X) tells us that A(a, b) follows from Prog^kapbc E ACCa), which in turn 

follows from the assumption (\fb' < b)A(a,b'): Given <pbc' E ACCa for all c' < c, 
restricted induction yields that \/n(ipbc[n] E ACCa), thus (pbc E ACC„. H 

COROLLARY 6.4. For all limit notations / < a, ID* \ proves: 

d E ACC' -»<pdO E ACC'. 

PROOF. Pick an arbitrary a < / . Sod E ACC'impliesi G ACCa+i. Now(IIMDpiX) 
and Prog<Ui.Vc(c G ACCa -* yjfcc G ACCfl)) yield <pdO E ACCa. H 

COROLLARY 6.5. For all limit notations / < a, ID* \ proves: 

Prog<j(/lc.9?10c G ACC'). 

PROOF. Assume that /<ia and that (p 1 Od E ACC' for allrf<dc. Restricted induction 
and the previous corollary imply Vn(<^10c[«] G ACC'). Thus iplOc G ACC'. H 

COROLLARY 6.6. For all limits / < a, ID* proves: 

Prog<(lc.(/?10c G ACC'). 
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PROOF. In the case I = a, full induction is needed to show Vn(<plOc[n] G ACC'). 
-\ 

The following lemma corresponds to the Main Lemma in [9]. Again, the proof 
is simpler in the present context. 

LEMMA 6.7. Let 

A{a,b) :=\/d,c(d +col+b <aAc G ACQ+Q)i+* -+<plbc € ACCd+m'+h). 

Then it is provable in ID* f that a < a —> Prog<l(AZ>.y4(a, b)). 
PROOF. Assume a < a and that A(a, b') holds for all V < b. We aim for A{a, b). 

So suppose d + cox+b < a. Now c e ACCrf+(Bi+i, —> y> 16c G A C C ^ + follows, if 
we can establish 

(1) Progjkc.tplbc G ACQdW+"). 

Thereto we further suppose thatv?16c'e AQCd+m + for all c ' < c , and use restricted 
induction to show \/n(<p\bc[n] G kQCi+w ). We only consider the case where b is 

not 0 and c a successor: <p lbc[0] £ ACCrf+tB follows immediately from our further 
supposition, and the induction step can be performed because we have for all m G N, 

(2) Ve(e € ACCrfW4* - <p\(b[m])e G ACCrf+ffl'+'). 

To see that (2) holds, fix an m € N and suppose that e € ACCrf+C0 + . We argue 
that (pl(b[m])e G ACQ+(Bi+4[fc] for all A; G N: So we fix an arbitrary A: e N, and 
observe thate G ACQ+ffli+4[fc]+(0i+tw. Thus, the assumption (Vb' <b)A(a,b') forces 
y>l(£M)e G ACQ+rol+»w. 

The other cases are shown similarly or are easy. If b = 0, (1) becomes Corol
lary 6.5. H 

From the above proof we immediately extract the following corollaries: 

COROLLARY 6.8. For all notations b and all d with d + co1+h < a, ID* \ proves: 

ProgjAc.plbc G ACC'+a,1+*). 

COROLLARY 6.9. For all notations b and all d with d/ + tu1+* < a, ID* proves: 

Prog<a(/lc.y>lZ>c G ACC'+a'1+*). 

PROOF. Let A(a,b) be as defined in Lemma 6.7. By transfinite induction we 
obtain A{a, b) for all a < a and b <a. Using full induction, the claim is shown as 
in the proof of Lemma 6.7. H 

In order to speak about lower and upper bounds of ID* and ID* f, we define for 
all a, P < <&o a function a{ot, /?). 

DEFINITION6.10. Leta = co1+a"+co1+a"-'H \-col+ai+m, wherea„ > • • • > a.\ 
and m < co, be an ordinal below <J>o in Cantor normal form. We set for all ordinals 
y?<<J>o: 

<r(a, fi) := (pla„((pla„-i(... (tplaifi)...), if a > co and a(m,p):=p. 

Moreover, (a|0) := e(a) , i.e., the least fixed point of the function k£,.co^ bigger than 
a, and (a\i + 1) := <p(a\i)0. 
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(a \0) is the least limit ordinal X > 0 such that tp\a\X > a, and (a \ 1) is the least 
upper bound of {ipk(a + 1) : k < co}. Eventually, (a \i + 2) := <p(a \i + 1)0. 

Towards further simplifications, we write in the sequel a(a) for a {a, {a\mj) and-

a \(a) for a{a, (a \m)). 

Note, that a \0 is of the form /? + co, where p is a limit or zero, and if /? > 0, then 
a > <p\a\P: Let /?o := min{/? : <p\a.\p > a}. Now if /?o is zero or a successor, the 
claim is immediate, and if /?o is a limit, then the continuity of the function X£.tpla\£ 
yields (fla\Po = a, thus a \0 = fio + co. 

LEMMA 6.11. Let X = col+a" + cox+a'-^ ha>1+a' < <S0, wherea„ > ••• >au 

and assume that X\0 = P +co. Then,for eachn e N, \D\\ proves the following: 

tpladp + n) e ACC1. 

PROOF. We choose^ such that X = <5+co1+ai and prove the claim by metainduction 
on n. We start with the case n = 0: If /? > 0, then ip\a\P < X and the claim 
trivially follows by restricted transfinite induction up to X. If /? = 0, then the 
claim follows similar to the induction step, which we prove below. Thereby, we 
distinguish whether a\ is zero, a successor or a limit. Exemplarily, we show the 
case a\ = a[ + 1: To establish ipla\(p + n + 1) G ACC^+<a ' , we show that for all 

k £ N, ip\a\{P + n + l)[k] e ACC5+ra "''k by proving, using restricted induction 
on m, that for each k e N, 

(Vm < *)[v>lai(A + « + l)[m] G ̂ 5+a^[.(2k_m)] • 

\im<k, then the I.H. yields u>\a\ {B + n+ l)[w] G ACCS ,+„/ ,„ , and Corol-
J J d+ta 1 -[2k—m) 

lary 6.8 tells us 

Prog<{Xc.<p\a[c G ACC<5+rol+°;-(2<r-m)). 

•Thus,¥>la,(/? + /i + l)[iK + l] G A C C W-f . (2 . - ( m + i ) ) g ACCa+<ol^.(2jt_(|>i+1)). H 

We conclude this section by presenting the lower bounds: 

THEOREM 6.12. For allO < a < $o we have: 

| I D ; | > f f ( a ) and \\D*J\ > a\(a). 
PROOF. Assume that a = co1+an + • • • + col+ai + m for ordinals a„ > • • • > a\ 

and m <co, and set 8k := co1+an H h co1+0,k for k < n, and 
ak := <plak(... <plai{a\m))...). By meta-induction on k we now show that for 
all P<ok, the theory ID; |" proves p G ACC5*: 

We first consider the case A: = 1. Ifw = 0, then<5i = a and o\ = (plati(a\0). 
Hence the claim follows by Lemma 6.11. If m = m' + 1, then there exists for each 
P < o\ = <p\a\{a\\) &k < co and ordinals £\,...,£m such that £,\ = <pk(a + 1) 
and £,+, = (pZiO and /? < y>lai<^m. It follows from the proof of Lemma 6.1 that 
ID* \ proves the progressivity of Xa.ipka G ACCl5l+m ,thus<Ji G ACQ1+m'. Applying 
w'-times Lemma 6.3 and (INDp,x) yields £,m e ACQ,. Now Lemma 6.7 yields 
p l a i c e ACC*. 

The induction step from ktok + \ follows with Corollary 6.8. 
The case ID* is treated similarly. If m = 0, we use that for all formulas A(u) of 

LFix, ID; proves Prog^Aa.A(a)) -» A(P), for all y9 < e(a) . H 

That these bounds are sharp is established in the next section. 
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§7. Upper bounds for ID* and ID* \. The aim of this section is to determine the 
upper bounds of the ID*-theories ID* and ID* \. In a first step, we introduce for 
each ordinal a < <&o a theory Ma which formalizes an a-hierarchy of models of 
I}-AC. Then upper bounds of the theories (M0 + ACA)0, (Ma + Zj-DC)o and Mx\, 
the so called M-theories, are identified by reducing them to semi-formal systems 
E", presented and analyzed by Ruede in [15]. Next we extend each M-theory to a 
corresponding M t -theory by adding the axiom -TI < (U, <!;), where £ is the previously 
determined upper bound of the M-theory and argue that £, is still an upper bound 
of the corresponding M*-theory. Finally, we give embeddings of the ID*-theories 
into the M-theories, namely ID* into (Ma + ACA)J, ID*+1 \ into (Ma + Sj-DC)J 
and \D*X \ into (Mx \V if 1 is a limit. 

7.1. Upper bounds for (Ma + ACA)0, (Ma + S|-DC)0 and Mx \. For each a < <D0, 
the theory Ma is formulated in the language 1.2(D) which extends L2 by the unary 
relation symbol D. Formulas of 1.2(D) that do not contain bound set variables 
are called elementary. To simplify the notation, we write t € D for D(t), t £ Ds 

for (t,s) e D and X e Ds is to abbreviate the formula 3x(X = (Ds)x), where 
again, X = (Ds)t is short for Vx(x e X <-> (x, t) e Ds). The expression t e X<a 

stands for / = ((Oo, (Oi) A (f)i < a At e X and t e D<a is defined accordingly. 
X € D<a is read as (3b < a)(X € D*). The relativization ADa of an L2(D) formula 
to Dfl is A for an elementary A, (\/XA(X))D° := \lxAD°{{Da)x) and (3XA(X))D° 
is 3xADa((Da)x). Relativizations to D<,a are defined analogously. Observe that if 
A is an 1.2(D) formula without free set variables, then ADa is a formula of U(D). 
Finally, Ax£i.AC denotes the finite axiomatization of Zj-AC given in [14], namely 
the conjunction of the formulas listed below: 

(i) VX, Y3Z(Z = X®Y), 
(ii) Me, z, Z3 YMx[x £ 7 H n\{Z, e, x, z)], 

(iii) Ve, z, Z{ix3Xn%(X, Z, e,x,z)-*3FVxw§((Y)x, Z, e, x, z)], 

where n® is a universal n° formula of L2 of the appropriate ariety and X © Y denotes 
theset{(x,0) : x e X}U{(x,l) : x e Y}. 

The idea is that D constitutes an a-hierarchy of models of E'-AC, i.e., for all 
ordinal notations a < a, we have that Da is a model of £}-AC and D<a € Da. Note 
however, that \ix3XA(X,x) -> 3YixA{{Y)x, x)f' holds only forS} formulas of 
L2, not for S} formulas of 1.2(D). 

In order to have partial cut elimination at hand, we formulate the M-theories in 
a Tait-style calculus that extends the classical Tait-calculus (cf. [17]) by the non-
logical axioms and rules of the M-theories. We let T, A,... range over finite sets of 
1.2(D) formulas and write Y, A for the union of T and {̂ 4}. For each a < Oo, the 
theory MQ consist of the following axioms and rules: 

Basic axioms. For all finite sets T of 1.2(D) formulas, all elementary formulas A 
of 1.2(D) and all arithmetical formulas B of L2 which are axioms for the primitive 
recursive functions and relations: 

T,A,-^A and T,B. 

Propositional and quantifier rules. These include the usual Tait-style inference rules 
for the propositional connectives as well as number and set quantifiers. 
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D-axioms. For all finite sets T of 1.2(D) formulas: 

r , a < a -> 3X[X = Da], T, a < a -> (AxEi_AC)Da and I\ a < a -> D<ja € Da. 

Transfinite induction. For all finite sets T of 1.2(D) formulas: 

T, Tl<j(t/, max{a, co}). 

Cut rules. For all finite sets T of 1.2(D) formulas and all 1.2(D) formulas A: 
T, ,4 T, ^A 

F 
The formulas 4̂ and ->,4 are the cut formulas of this cut. 

Note that the D-axioms imply that U, V e Do. For limit ordinals 1 < <I>o, the 
theory Mjf is obtained by replacing the axioms for transfinite induction by the 
following restricted version: 

Restricted transfinite induction. For all finite sets T of 1.2(D) formulas: 

r,a < ; . - • (VJT € Da)TI<j(X/l). 

The theory (Ma+ACA)o extends M„ by axioms for arithmetical comprehension and 
(Ma + E}-DC)o extends (Ma + ACA)o by rules that imply all instances of dependent 
choice for 2} formulas of L2: 

Arithmetical comprehension. For all finite sets Y of 1.2(D) formulas and all arith
metical L2 formulas A: 

T,3X[ix(x e X ^ A(x))]. 

Dependent choice. For all finite sets T of 1.2(D) formulas and all arithmetical L2 
formulas A: 

r,VX3YA(X,Y) 
r,3Z[(Z)0 = W AVxA({Z)x, (Z)x+i)' 

The formulas mentioned beside T in an axiom or the conclusion of a rule are called 
main formulas. Note that due to the axiom about transfinite induction, induction 
along the natural numbers for sets is available in (Ma + ACA)o and (Ma + Z}-DC)o. 

To apply the machinery developed by Ruede in [15], we aim to embed our M-
theories into a semi-formal systems E ,̂ that we introduce later. In a first step, 
we eliminate the comprehension and dependent choice part of (Ma + £}-DC)o and 
the comprehension part of (Ma + ACA)<). For that purpose we introduce for each 
a < <S>o a semi-formal system RAa, which is essentially an extension of RA* of 
Schutte [16] by the D-axioms for Ma. 

Also the system RAa is formulated in a Tait-style calculus. The language LRA„ of 
RAa is the language 1.2(D), where the set variables X,Y,Z,... are replaced by set 
variables X^,Y^,Z^,... for each ordinal p < a. In RAa we have set terms, which 
we define inductively together with the formulas of LRA„ : 

(i) Each set variable X$ is a set term. 
(ii) If A(u) is a formula of LRA0, then {x : A{x)} is a set term. 
(iii) [~P(0. [~]U(0, [~]V(0 and [~]R(i) are formulas of LRA„, where R is a 

primitive recursive relation symbol. 
(iv) If r is a number term and T a set term, then [~](* e r ) is formula of LRA„ . 
(v) The formulas of LRAQ are closed under A, V, Vx, 3x, VX?, 3X^ for 0 > 0. 
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The level of a set term T and the level of a formula A of LRAQ is defined by 

lev(r) := max{0,/?: Xfi occurs in T} and \ev(A) := max{0,/? : Xfi occurs in A}. 

The rank rk(A) of a formula A of LRA„ is inductively defined as follows: If A contains 
no set terms, then rk(A) := 0. Otherwise, letting (S range over {V, 3}: 

(i) For each set variable X?, rk(f e X?) := rk{t £ JST̂ ) := max{l, co • /?}, 
(ii) rk([~](j e {x : ^ (JC)}) ) := rkU(O)) + 1, 

(iii) rkU V B) = rk(A A 5) := max{rkU), rk(B)} + 1, 
(iv) rk(@xA{x)) := rk(A(0)) + 1, 
(v) MjSXPA{X^)) := max{co • lev(VJr^( l^) ) , rk(A(X0)) + 1}. 

Notice that rk(A) = rk(-i(/4)). Also, if \ev(A) = y and lev(r) < y, then we have 
co • y < rk{A) < co(y + 1) and rk(A(T)) < rk(@X?A(XV)). These properties lead 
to the partial cut elimination Lemma 7.1. 

The semi-formal system RAa is formulate in the language LRAQ . The formulas of 
RAa are the closed formulas of LRA„ . Thereby we consider the variable x to occur 
bound in the set term {x : A(x)} and the formula t £ {x : A(x)}. In order to 
state the axioms and rules of RAa, we assign to each closed number term t of Li its 
value tN in the standard model. The true literals of Li are the closed literals of Li 
that evaluate to true in the standard model. The axioms and rules of RAa are listed 
below. 

Logical axioms. For all finite sets T of RAa formulas, all set variables X&, all true 
literals A of Li and all closed number terms s, t with J N = tN: 

T,A and T,t & X11 ,s £ Xp and r , ( g D , s j ( D . 

Set term rules. For all finite sets T of RAa formulas, all formulas A of RAa and 
all closed number terms t: 

r,A(t) r,->A(t) 
T,t e {x :A{x)Y T,t i{x\A{x)}' 

Quantifier rules. For all finite sets T of RAa formulas, all formulas A of RAQ, all 
closed number terms / and all set terms T: 

T,A{t) r , A(s) for all closed number terms * 

r,3xA(x)' ryxA(x) ' 
r , ^ ( r ) a n d l e v ( r ) <p T, A{T) for all set terms with lev(r) < yg 

T,3XPA{XP) ' T,\fXfiA(Xfi) 

D-axioms. For all finite sets T of RAQ formulas and all closed number terms t < a: 

T, (AxEi.AC)D' and T, D<t € Dt. 

Rules for A and V and cut rules. The usual Tait-style rules for A and V as well as 
the cut rules. 

Observe that the D-axioms imply the existence of closed number terms s and t, 
such that U = (Do)r and V = (Do)s. Also partial cut elimination is available: 

LEMMA 7.1. We have for all finite sets T of RAa formulas and all ordinals p > 0: 

' ( i ) R A a r ^ r r = ^ R A a f ^ r , 

(ii) RAa k ^ - r = • RAa \%L r . 
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TRANSFINITELY ITERATED QUASI LEAST FIXED POINTS 737 

If a finite set r of 1.2(D) formulas is provable in (Ma + ACA)0, then standard cut 
elimination techniques yield that it is already provable in (MQ + ACA)o where the 
cut rule is restricted to cut formulas A that are either elementary or [-]A is the main 
formula of an axiom for arithmetical comprehension. Such restricted derivations 
are denoted by (Ma + ACA)0 hr F. 

LEMMA 7.2. Let T(X, x) be a finite set of elementary formulas o/L^D) such that 
(Ma + ACA)o hr T{X, x). Then there exists for all set terms S of level 0 an ordinal 
/? < co • max{a, co} + co such that for all closed number terms s, 

RAah^-rO?,^. 

PROOF. We proof the claim by induction on the length of the proof in (Ma+ACA)o. 

For a set term S of level 0, RAa I a m<2''°—"~ """'(& max{a, co}), and similarly 
for the other elementary main formulas of an axiom of Ma. The only case that 
follows not directly from the I.H. is if the last inference was a cut with a cut 
formula of the form 3X\/x[x e l n A(Y,x)] for some arithmetical formula A, 
or t < a —> 3X[X = Da]. We just consider the first case: V-inversion and the I.H. 
yield that for arbitrary set terms S of level 0 and T := {x : A(S, x)}, there is a 
p <co • max{a, co} + co such that for all closed number terms s, 

RAa [JL- r(&,s),-tix[x e l n A(S,x)]. 

Because of RAa \-£^ Mx[x G T <-> A(S, x)], a cut yields the claim. H 

Now we move to the theory (Ma + E}-DC)o. Cantini has shown in [5] that 
there is an asymmetric interpretation of Xj-DCo into HQ-CA<(0<». The same proof 
allows to perform an asymmetric interpretation of the theory (MQ + Ej-DC)o into 
(Ma + Hier<co«,)o, which extends Ma by an axiom asserting the existence of the 
jump-hierarchy above any set X along an initial segment of < of ordertype less then 
com: 

(HierJ
<Q/„) r ,3FHier J (F ,A^) , 

for each ordinal ft < com and finite sets T of 1.2(D) formulas, where H i e r ^ X, a) 
denotes the formula 

(VZ> < a)[(F)b = {(x, (c, e)) : *?(((F)<*)C, X e, x)}], 

expressing that F constitutes a jump-hierarchy above X along a 6 Field(<). For 
more details on this particular definition of the jump-hierarchy, we refer to [14]. 

LEMMA 7.3. (Ma + £}-DC)o and (Ma + Hier<roIB)o prove the same Tl\ formulas 
of l2. 

If (Ma + Hier̂ .(Ua,)o I- T, then there is already a derivation (MQ + Hier<a)(0)o |^- T 
which only uses the cut rule for elementary formulas and main formulas of instances 
of arithmetical comprehension and (Hier^.,). For each /?, y < com and each set 
terms S with level lev(S) = y, there is a set term T of level < com such that 

R A a f ^ H i e r J ( 7 ; S , / ? ) . 

Similar as before, we obtain the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 7.4. Let T{X, x) be a finite set of elementary formulas of\-2{£>) such that 
Ma + (Hier^) |̂ - Y(X,x). Then there exists for all set terms S of level less than 
coa an ordinal n < a> such that for all closed number terms i* 

RAa\^^-hr(s,s). 
Collecting the previous results and applying partial cut elimination for R Aa yields 

the following: 

LEMMA 7.5. Suppose that A is a sentence of Li. Then we have: 

(i) (Ma + ACA)0 h A => RAa ̂ ^ - A, 

(ii) (Ma + £}-DC)o I- A = • RAa \^^- A. 
Next, we want to reduce RAa to the semi-formal system E". Basically, Ê  cor

responds to the first order part of RA„. Due to Riiede's results in [15], a prove of 
an Li formula A in E0, yields a cut-free derivation of A in E", which corresponds to 
a derivation of A in PA*, a Tait-style reformulation of Peano Arithmetic PA with 
co-rule. 

For the reader's convenience, we restate Riiede's system E°. The language of Ê  
is the extension of Li by unary relation symbols Dg and D0, for each /? < a and 
y < a. The formulas of E" are the formulas of the language of Ê  that do not 
contain free number variables. 

The ontological axioms and rules of Ê  state that for p < a, D°j contains only 
pairs, i.e., if the closed number term t is an element of D», then its value is (m, n) 
for some natural numbers m, n. This expresses that m is an element of the set with 
code n in D«. The closure axioms and rules express that for all P < a, D°j is a model 
ofS{-AC and that D ^ e D j . 

Logical axioms of E0,. For all finite sets T of Ê  formulas, all true literals A of Li 
and all closed number terms s, t with identical values and all ordinals ft <a,y <a: 

T,A and T,t eD°fi,s $D°p and T,t eD°<Y,s $D°<r. 

Ontological axioms and rules of E". For all finite sets Tofformulas of E ,̂ ally? < a, 
y < P, all closed number terms r, s, t such that r is not a pair, s is a pair but (s)o is 
not a pair and p < (s)\, and t is a pair and y = (f)i, 

r ^ D ° r,«D» r ' ( ' ) o € D? EiiMP? 

D-axioms of E". For all finite sets T of E0, formulas, all closed number terms 
e, r, s, t and all ordinals P < a: 

r,3k[(D0
p)k = (Dfj,)t® (£§),], 

r,3kpx(x E (D°p)k ~n?l((D°p)t,D
0

<p,e,x,r)]. 

D-rules of E°. For all finite sets T of E° formulas, all closed number terms e, r, s, t 
and all ordinals /? < a: 

T, Vx3for2°((D°)fc, (D°)„ D° , , e, x, r) 

T, 3kVxn%{ty)k)x, (DO),, D°<yg, e, x, r)' 
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Propositional rule, rules for the first order quantifiers and cut rules. These are the 
rules for RAa adapted to the language of E°. 

For a precise definition of the rank of formulas of E^ we refer to definition 11. 
and the subsequent paragraph in [15]. We just try to capture the general idea: 
For example, if /? < a and A{X) is a formula of L.2 with exactly the displayed 
set variable free, then (VJSf € D°fi)A(X), {3X e £fi<p)A(X), (VJT € £§)A(X) and 
(3X G D%)yl(Ar) are formulas of the language of E„ of rank zero. Further, 
formulas of the language of E° of rank zero are closed under number quantification 
and propositional connectives. If /? + 1 = a and f is a closed term that is not a pair, 
then / e D*j has rank 1. Also t e D°<a has rank 1. Moreover, the rank of an E° 
formula is always finite and the rank of all main formulas of axioms of E° is zero. 

LEMMA 7.6. For all natural numbers n > 0 we have: 

pO i P r . pO i^_ r 

A closed Li(D) formula A is translated to an formula AD«* of E" by simply 
replacing D by D°<a in A. Now the following lemma, which corresponds to c) of 
Theorem 20 in [15], yields an embedding of RAa into E^. 

LEMMA 7.7. Let a < <I>o and T a finite set of closed formulas o/U(D). Then we 
have: 

R A a £ r = * E ° ^ r D V 
PROOF. AS in [15] this follows by an induction on 5. Since in our case, the D-

axioms and D-rules of E^ are syntactically different from the D-axioms of RAa, we 
have to use that for a closed number term t < a with t = /?, E" |-^- (D°<a)t = D^ 

andE°^(Ax2i .A C)(D 0<«><. H 

For M^ I", the detour over RA,i is not necessary. We first embed MA f into E | , the 
extension of E°x by axioms 

r U V X e D ^ T U U U ) , 

for each /? < X and all finite sets T of U(D) formulas. 

LEMMA 7.8. Let X < O0 and Y{u) a finite set of formulas o/Li(D). Then there 
exists for each n € N ann' e N, such that we have for all closed number terms T, 

IvUrrr-rW^E+rf rD°-(f). 

PROOF. By induction on the proof length one first shows that E+ \^- rD<^(f). 
Then cut elimination in E£ yields the claim. H 

Theorem 26 in [15] tells us at what cost we can reduce E\+ml+p to E^. Given this 

result, the reduction of E++co,+p to E» does not cause additional difficulties. 

LEMMA 7.9. Assume that X = /? + co1+p < <&o, X\0 = Xo + co and k is the least 
natural number such thaty>\p(Xo + k) > X. Further, suppose that E^ [y Y for a finite 
set r of formulas ofE0„+(al+p of rank 0. Then the following holds: If each formula in 
T is a formula of E^^, for some £,'<£,< col+p, then 
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PROOF. The lemma is proved as Theorem 26 in [15] by main induction on p and 
side induction on n. For n = 0, observe that y < £, < coi+p yields 

E°+{ r ' ^ (VX G DJJTU^A). H 

Now we conclude that the theories (MQ + ACA)0, (M„ + S{-DC)0 and IVU \ have 
the desired upper bounds. 

THEOREM 7.10 (Upper Bounds). For a < <J>0 and limit ordinals X < O0> we have: 

| (Ma+ACA)0 |<<r(a) , \{Ua+l\-DQ\\<a\{a+ \) and \Mk\\<a\{X). 

PROOF. Suppose that a = col+a'• + • • • + co1+a' + m, where a„ > • • • > a\ and 

m < co, and let S and X such that a = X + m and X = S + coi+°". Further, assume 

that A is a sentence of Li. If (M« + ACA)o h A, then the Lemmas 7.5, 7.6 and 7.7 

yield E" | ^ y — A, so that applying m-times Corollary 21 in [15] gives E° | < °j A. 

Now ra-fold application of Theorem 26 in [15] confirms E[J r~p— -4- Similarly, 

if (Ma + Sj-DC)o h 4 , then E« ^ ^ ^ , thus we obtain E° \<at"+U A and 

Eo |<gr(a+D ^ Finally, if M^\ h ^ , then E+ [^- ^ due to Lemma 7.8, therefore 

£o i^i^Ufo) A a n d £o ^U}1 A Cut-elimination in PA* yields the claim. H 

7.2. Embedding the ID*-theories into the M+-theories. Let M denote one of the 
M-theories and let £, be the upper bound according to Theorem 7.10. Note that for 
/? < £, the ordinal co • /? is still less than £. By choice of £,, we have that TI<,(V, £,) 
is not provable in the theory M. Therefore, the theory M ,̂ the extension of M by 
the axiom -iTI<(V,£,), is consistent. Moreover, 4 is still an upper bound of M*: 
Assume that M* proves TI^(U, a) for a primitive recursive well-ordering -<. Thus 
M h TI«(V,£) VTIx(U,a) . The proof of Theorem 7.10 yields that 

PA* [^- -Prog<(V),£ G V,Tlx(U,a). 

With Lemma 4 in Jager and Probst [10] we conclude that also PA* f-̂ - Tl^(U, a). 
Hence, by Schutte's boundedness theorem (cf. [ 16] or [ 12]) we obtain a < £,. Embed
ding the ID*-theory with lower bound £ into M*. then yields 4 < |ID*| < |M+j < £,. 

To embed the ID*-theories into the M*-theories, we show that these theories 
prove the existence of a-hierarchies of models of Z}-DC. Thereby, we make use of 
so-called pseudo-hierarchy arguments. For second order arithmetic, this method is 
described in Simpson [18] in extenso and a typical application is given in Avigad [2]. 
In subsystems of second order arithmetic comprising (ACA), the existence of a 
pseudo-hierarchy follows from the fact that being a well-ordering is not expressible 
by a £} formula of L2. However, this method does not provide uniform pseudo-
hierarchies. 

We apply a more general method to obtain pseudo-hierarchies: Due to the axiom 
-iTI<(V, |M|) of the theory M£ one can prove that {a G Field(<) : VZTI<](Z, a)} is 
not a set. The existence of [uniform] pseudo-hierarchies is then derived from this 
observation. Using this method, the application of pseudo-hierarchy arguments 
is no longer limited to second order analysis and can be applied in the context of 
explicit mathematics and admissible set theory as well; cf. [13, 14]. In the sequel, 
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Wo<| (a) is to abbreviate VZTI <, (Z, a) and H ierJ (U, V, u) is the formula defined above 
Lemma 7.3. 

LEMMA 7.11. The following is provable in (Mtt + ACA)J: 

(i) {a : Wo<j(a)} is not a set. 

(ii) #"Z> < a, then {a : Wo°*(a)} £ D6. 

(hi) 7/7>+l<\aandX G DA,f/zen{a : Wo<i+'(a)} C {a : (3f G D^Hiei-'C^X.a)}. 

PROOF. Suppose for a moment that S := {a : Wo<(a)} is a set. Then the set 
So := {a : (Vb G S)((pOab G S)} is easily shown to be progressive w.r.t. <, which in 
turn yields the progressivity of the set S\ := {a : (Vfe G S)(y>laZ> G S)}: If a = 0, 
this is due to the progressivity of So, otherwise assume that (Va' < a){a' G Si) and 
show that Prog<]({Z> e S : <pla& € S}), which yields a G Si. Hence a,b G S 
implies <^1«ZJ G S. In particular, a G S yields c (a ) G S. A contradiction! 

If we relativize the above argument to D*, we obtain that a (a) G {a : Wo^' (a)}. 
Since V e D j , this contradicts -iTI<(V, a (a)). Thus (ii) holds. 

Because D^ is a model of £|-AC, \No^+[(a) implies the existence of an F e D/, 
such that HierJ(is X, a). Because {a : \No<

h+[ (a)} is not a set in Db+u the inclusion 
is proper. H 

LEMMA 7.12. The following is provable in (Ma+i + ACA)J: For each set X e Da 

there exists a model M o/Sj-DC with X G M. 

PROOF. Fix I e D a . Since Da is a model of S{-AC, one easily proves that 

Va[Wo<1(a) -+ (3F G Da)HierJ(Jp;Z,a) A Wo°"(a)] . 

Because {a : vVo<j(a)} is not a set, there exists a b G Field(<) and an F G Da such 
that 

-.Wo<tfO A HierJ(F, JST, ft) A Wo°°(fc), 

Thus, there exists a non-empty, upward closed T̂ C Field(<) without a <-least 
element and with b G K. Surely, Wo4(a) implies (Vx G K)(a < x), subsequently 
abbreviated by a < K. Next we consider the sets 

M := M^K := {(x, (c, e)) : c < K A (x, (c, e)) G (F)c+l}, 
M<d : = {(•*> (c' e)} : c <id A (x, (c, e)) G {F)c+\}, for each </ G Field(<), 

and prove that M is a model of Ej-DC. We just show that M satisfies (Sj-DC), that 
M is a model of ACA follows from standard results concerning the jump-hierarchy. 
So, let A(U, V) be an arithmetical formula of l_2 and assume that 

(1) (VX £ M)(3Y £ M)A(X, Y). 

If X G M, then there exists an index a such that X = (M)a. The definition of M 
implies that a is of the form (c, e), where e is a natural number and c an element of 
the field of <. Now, we set 

I := {(c, e) : e G N A c G Field(<)}, 

and order I by <i, letting (c, e) <\ (d, e') if c <id, or c = d and e <N e'. Note, that 
(c,e) G I and ->(c < AT) implies (M)(ce) = 0. Therefore, (1) becomes equivalent 
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to the formula (\/y £ l)(3z G \)A{(M)y, (M)z). Moreover, for each v e I, the set 
{z G I : A((M)y, (M)2)} has a <i-least element. To see this, observe that 

SX := {z G I : A((M)„ (M)z)} C {z G I : A{{MF
<b)y, (MF

b)2)} =: S2. 

Since S2 G DQ and Wo^(ft), it has a <-least element. This is also the minimum of 
the set Si, because z G S\, y G S2 and 7 <i z yields already y £ S\. Therefore, 
we conclude that (Vy G l)(3!z G \)A'(M, y, z), where A' is an arithmetical formula 
of L2 expressing that z is the least index w.r.t. our index ordering <i, such that 
A((M)y, (M)z) holds. 

Next, we fix an index w £ I with (w)o < K and show that there exists a choice 
sequence Z G M, such that (Z)o = (M)w and \/nA{{Z)n, (Z)„+\). First, we look 
for initial segments of such a choice sequence. In the present setting, this is a finite 
sequence s, (respectively a natural number of the form (xi,... ,x„)) of indices such 
that 

ChSeqA,(M,s,w,n) := \b(s) = n + 1 A (s)o = w A (Vw < n)A'(M, (s)m, (s)m+\). 

Assumption (1) allows us to prove by set induction that V«3!jChSeq/1/(M, s, w, n). 
Further, c <\ K implies (M)(ce) = (M^a)<C(,) for each a e K, thus the set 

{a <] b : Vn3*ChSeq^/(M^a,5, w, n)} 

is not empty. Moreover, it is in Da, so it has a least element a0. Since ao < K, 

Z := {{x,n) : 3s[Q\\S&qA,{M^,s,w,n) Ax & (M£ao)w„]} 

is a set in M and serves as a witness for our sought for choice sequence. H 

The model constructed in the previous proof is not uniform in the sense that we 
only know about the existence of a set K without a <-least element, but cannot 
explicitly define it. However, if X G D<, and b + 1 < a, then we can construct in 
(Ma + ACA)J a uniform model M of £j-DC above X. More precisely: If X G D ,̂, 
the we call the set 

My_DC(X,b) := {x : Wo^+1(e) A (3F G DA)[HierJ(f;X,c + 1) Ax G MF
C]}, 

the uniform model of Sj-DC above X G Dj. M^ is as defined in the above proof. 
Because Wo°4+1 (c) and X G Dj imply that there is exactly one F G Dj satisfying 
HierJ(i;; X, c + 1), the set M-L\.DC{X, b) is clearly unique. 

LEMMA 7.13. The following is provable in (Ma + ACA)J: Ifb + 1 < a andX G ty,, 
then Mj\.DC{X, b) is a model o/S}-DC with X G Mj\.DC{X, b). Ifb + 2 < a then 
M^.DC(X,b)eDb+2. 

PROOF. Assume that X G Db. Using (iii) of Lemma 7.11, we can find a n f e D j 
and a notation d G Field(<) such that -.Wo^+1 {d) and HierJ(F, Z, d). Further, 

K := {a G Field(<) : -iWo°4+l(a)}, 

is a non-empty subset of Field(<) without a <-least element that contains d. Now 
Mzi .DC (X, b) becomes the set M^K according to the definition in the previous proof, 
and we may continue as there. H 
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Next we want to speak about [uniform] a-hierarchies of models of S}-DC. For 
this purpose, we set: 

Hier!s|.DC(F,a) :«=> (VA <c) [ (F ) 6 = M2|.DC((F)<]i,2fe)], 

Hier£,_DC(F,a) :<=> (W> < a)[(F)<b € (F)„ A (Ax^.DC){FH 

Such hierarchies indeed exist and have the intended properties: 

LEMMA 7.14. The following is provable in (M^ f)t: If a < k < O0, ^en 

(i) (3FGD2a)Hier!r}.DC(/:fl), 

(ii) Vf, G[Hier!j;|.DC(f;a) A Hier!L,.DC(G,fl) - (Vi < «)(F)A = (G)b]. 

PROOF. For this proof, we denote claim (i) by C\(a) and claim (ii) by Ciia). 
Assume that a < X. Since {b < a + 1 : (3G e D2i)Hier!si_DC(G, b)} is a set in 

D2(fl+i), (i) and (ii) can be shown simultaneously by restricted transfmite induction. 
So suppose c < b < a + 1 and that C\(c) and Cz{c) hold. If b is a successor, 

then the induction step follows easily form the previous lemma. If b is a limit, then 
2b = b and the I.H. yields that 

F := {{x, d):d<]bA(3Ge (D<b)2{d+l))(H\er\x].DC(G,d + 1) A x € (G)rf)} 

is an element of D4 satisfying Hier!Ei.DC(is Z>), thus Q (ft). C2(ft) follows from Q(b) 
and the I.H. H 

COROLLARY 7.15. For a < <J>o, the following is provable in (Ma + ACA)J: 

3FHier s . .D C(^a) . 

PROOF, a can be written in the form co • p + n for some n < co. The claim follows 
now by (meta-) induction on n: If n = 0, the previous lemma and arithmetical 
comprehension yield that 

F := {(x, a) : a < co • 0 A (3G e D2(a+1))(Hier!j;i.DC(G, a + 1) A x e (G)a)} 

constitutes the sought for hierarchy. If {M^.p+n + ACA)J proves the existence of an 
hierarchy F such that Hier£i_DC(i% co • p + n), then {Mm.p+n+\ + ACA)J proves that 
such a F exists already in Dm.fi+„. Then also (F)^ G DB.^+„, and Lemma 7.12 tells 
us that there exists a model of Z}-DC above (F)<j in e Da>.p+n+i. The existence of 
a hierarchy G satisfying HierEi.DC(G, co • p + n + 1) follows. H 

Next we introduce fixed point hierarchies. For each operator form J/(P, Q, p, u) 
of Li(P, Q) we say that H constitutes a fixed point hierarchy for stf along a w.r.t. 
G,if 

Hier£x(G,#,a) := Hier£|.DC(G,a) A (Vft < «)[(#)* = ( F i x ^ u > i ) < G H 

holds. 

LEMMA 7.16. For a < <D0, (Ma + ACA)J proves: 

(i) a < a A HierLj.DC(G, a ) -* 3!i/Hier£x(G, H, a), 

(ii) Hier£x(G,i/,a) A Hier£x(G,#' ,a) - • (Va < a)[(#) f l = (# ' )„] , 
(iii) Hie r l (G, i / , a ) - (Va < a ) [ ( ^ ) < a € (G)a]. 
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PROOF. Transfinite induction and the definition of the fixed point hierarchy yields 
immediately the uniqueness assertion (ii). For (i), we assume that G satisfies 
Hierpx(G, a) , and show by induction that for each a <\a, 

(31H €(G)a)HietfiK((G)<a,H,a). 

We just consider the successor case, the limit case is similar. So assume that there 
exists a unique H G (G)b such that H\erfix({G)<b, H, b). With H G {G)b we have 
also (//)<* G (G)b, which implies that H' := ( is an element of 
{G)h+\. Now we obtain a fixed point hierarchy for stf along b + 1. Claim (iii) 
follows from (i) and the definition of H ierj^x (G, H, a). H 

Lemma 7.14 gives way to the following corollary. 

COROLLARY 7.17. For a limit ordinal X < <&o, (M^ f)t proves: 

(Va < A)3!G3!^[Hier!s i .D C(G,a) A Hier£x(G, i f ,a)] . 

Finally, we see that a fixed point hierarchy H w.r.t. G is indeed suitable for an 
interpretation of the relation symbols P^ of ID* and ID* \: 

LEMMA 7.18. Given a < <J>o, then for each operator form srf and each 11} formula 
D(U,u) o/L.2, the following is provable in (Ma + ACA)J: If Hterfix(G,H, a) holds, 
then also 

(i) (Va < a)Vx[x G (H)„ <-> ^{{H)a, (H)<a,x, a)], 
(ii) (Va <a)[CIJ /({x : Z)((G)<fl, *)},«) - (H)a C {* : Z)((G)<a,x)}]. 

PROOF. By Lemma 3.4 we know that AC A proves 

Vx[x G Fix^y ^ ^ ( F i x ^ , X * , } 0 ] . 

For each a < a we have that (//)<„ G (G)a and (G)a is a model of EJ-AC. Thus 
we can relativize Lemma 3.4 to (G)a and obtain 

Vx[x G ( F i x f f f ) < o , J ^ - J / ( ( F < ) < . , a ) ^ " , ( ^ ) < a , x ) f l ) ] . 

By the definition of (H)a this is equivalent to (i). Claim (ii) is shown analogously 
by relativizing Theorem 4.1 to (G)a. H 

Now we are ready to present an embedding of the ID*-theories into the M*-

theories: If we have a list s*?\,. ..,&„ of operator forms, then we write H\erfix(H, G, a) 
for 

Hier&Cff i , G, a) A • • • A Hier£x(/f„ , G, a). 

An Lpix formula A is translated to an 1.2(D) formula A*, A* or A° by replacing each 
subformula of the form t e P*. by either the formula (t G P*)*, (t e P^)* or 
(t G P^)0 , depending on whether we embed ID* into (Ma + ACA)J, ID*+1 \ into 
(Ma+l.\-DQloT\Dl\mto(MA^: 

THEOREM 7.19. Let A be an LFJX formula that contains exactly the set constants 
P*. Then the following holds for each a < Oo and each limit X < 0>o: 

ID; \-A => (Ma+ACA)J h Hier£x(G,i7,o:)^.4*, 
ID*+1r \-A = • (Ma+Z}-DC)J I- Hier£x(G, #,<*)-> ,4*, 
IDH h ^ = • (MAr)f 1- ^ ° , 
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where for 1 < i < n, 

(t £ P*)* :=t = (s,a) A a <3 a A t £ Ht, 

(t £ P*)* :=[t = Is,a) Aa <\a As £ (Ht)a]V[t = (s,a) As £ F\xf'< ], 
\ " i J < j a i " 

(/ £Ps*<)°:=t = {s,a)Aa<llA (3G, H £ D2(a+2)) 

[Hier!s..DC(G,fl + 1) A (Hier&(G,/U + l)As£ (H)a)]. 

Since the existence of the fixed point hierarchies follows form Corollary 7.15 
Lemma 7.16 and Corollary 7.17, we also obtain that corresponding theories prove 
the same Li formulas. 

COROLLARY 7.20. For each a < Oo, each limit X < <S>o and each Li formula A, 
the following holds: 

ID; \-A = • (Ma+ACA)J h A, 
ID*+1r \-A => (Ma+Ej-DC)J h A, 
\D*,\ \-A = • (Mir)f H ^ . 

The circle closes: In Section 6 we computed lower bounds for the ID*-theories. 
In Section 7.1 we proved that these lower bounds are upper bounds for the M-
theories and thus also for the M* -theories. Eventually, we managed to embed the 
ID*-theories into the M^-theories. Summing up, we can state the following theorem: 

THEOREM 7.21. For each a < Oo w have: 

|ID;| = | IDa |=«r(a) and \\D*a\\ = a\(a). 
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